Fair Trade Nurseries Resource Pack

Our world is interrelated and as we shop for food and other items we can seek to
make these connections more positive, by choosing Fair Trade.
Fair Trade is a way of doing business that aims to build an equal and respectful
relationship between producers in developing countries and consumers. Producers
give consumers a product they need, and consumers in return give them a fair price.
Find out more about Fair Trade, how it is governed and key definitions here.
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Exploring Fair Trade in Nurseries

One of the great things about Fair Trade is that it fits into nursery activities very easily
- you may find you are doing some Fair Trade activities already. The themes and values
of Fair Trade also compliment many other awards and schemes, such as Learning for
Sustainability, Eco-Schools and Food for Life.

Linking to the Curriculum
Linking to the Curriculum
Fair Trade contributes across several different areas in the curriculum, including:
 Religious and Moral Philosophy,
 Social Sciences
 Health and Wellbeing.
The concepts of Fair Trade are extremely relevant in the nursery setting. Many nursery
practitioners will hear the words ‘that’s not fair’ every day. We can ask children ʻwhat
is fair?ʼ
ʻTradingʼ is also a concept that is often seen in Early Years education. Many children
love to play in the shop area and will be interesting in ʻswappingʻ things with their
friends at snack time. They may also have some understanding of items that they
believe have more worth than others (ʻthe blue train goes faster so itʼs betterʼ).
Fair Trade activities can help you to meet the following CFE experiences and
outcomes:
 I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to
talk about them. HWB 0-01a
 I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are
important in building positive relationships. I explore and discover where
foods come from as I choose, prepare foods and taste different foods. HWM
0-35a
 As I develop and value relationships, I care and show respect for myself and
others. HWB 0-05a
 I am developing respect for others and my understanding of their beliefs and
values. RME 0-07a
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 As I play and learn, I am developing my understanding of what is fair and
unfair and why caring and sharing are important. RME 0-09a
 By exploring my local community, I have discovered the different roles people
can play and how they can help. SOC 0-16a
 I make decisions and take responsibility in my everyday experiences and play,
showing consideration for others. SOC 0-17a
 In real-life settings and imaginary play, I explore how local shops and services
provide us with what we need in our daily lives. SOC 0-20a
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Experience and Outcome: I explore
and appreciate the wonder of nature
within different environments and
have played a part in caring for the
environment. SOC 0-08a

Thinking about how
food grows

Thinking about where food
comes from

How do shops
work?

Experience and Outcome: I explore
and discover the interesting features
of my local environment to develop
an awareness of the world around
me. SOC 0-07a

Recognising the Fairtrade
symbol

Thinking about where
food comes from

People from different countries
Experience and Outcome: I am
developing respect for others
and my understanding of their
beliefs and values RME 0-07a

Thinking about fair and
unfair

Thinking about different
countries
Thinking about how
food grows

Thinking about
where food comes
from

Experience and Outcome:
I explore and discover where foods
come from as I choose, prepare
foods and taste different foods.
HWM 0-35a

Thinking about how food
gets to us

Experience and Outcome: I am
aware that different types of evidence can help me find out about
the world around me. SOC 0-15a

Recognising the
Fairtrade Symbol

Thinking about where
food comes from
Thinking about how food
gets to us

Making decisions about different
food / products

Thinking about fair and unfair

Experience and Outcomes: As I play
and learn, I am developing my understanding of what is fair and unfair and
the
importance of caring for, sharing and
cooperating with others. RME 0-02a

Thinking about different
countries

Sharing and cooperating

How do shops work?

Different communities; the
difference between rural
and urban

Different communities;
the difference between
rural and urban

Experience and Outcome: In reallife settings and imaginary play, I
explore how local shops and services provide us with what we
need in our daily lives. SOC 0-20a.

Key links to the curriculum
Different communities; the
difference between rural and
urban

Experience and Outcome: I have
experimented with imaginative ways
such as modelling and drawing, to
represent the world around me, the
journeys I make and the different
ways I can travel. SOC 0-09

Thinking about fair and
unfair

Sharing and cooperating

How do shops work?
Recognising the
Fairtrade Symbol

Experience and Outcome: By exploring
my local community, I have discovered
the different roles people can play and
how they can help. SOC 0-16a
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Making decisions about
different food / products

Experience and Outcome: I make
decisions and take responsibility in
my everyday experiences and play,
showing consideration for others.
SOC 0-17a

It starts with a story.....
Stories are a great way to start integrating Fair Trade themes into the nursery. We've
compiled a list of books what would be helpful. All are available from local and online
bookshops.
The Adventures of Jolly Trolly – Developed by HNC Early Education and Childcare
students at Forth Valley College the book follows the character 'Jolly Trolly' who goes
on a mystical learning adventure discovering all about Fair Trade. You can access an
audio version of the book here.
The World came to my place today – This is a great resource for learning about where
food comes from and which foods are grown in different parts of the world.
The Prince’s Breakfast – Join this royal family on their global adventure to India,
Mexico and beyond to find something for the fussy prince to eat.
If you’re happy and you know it! – This is a multicultural version of the traditional
song, in which children form cultures all over the world clap their hands, stomp their
feet, pat their heads and much more. A great way to start thinking about people in
different countries.
Mama Panya’s Pancakes – This clever and heart-warming story about Kenyan village
life teaches the importance of sharing, even when you have little to give. This is
available to borrow from your local Global Learning Centre.
Here we go round the Mulberry Bush – This shows children in different countries going
about their morning routine. Also available to borrow from your local Global Learning
Centre.
But I do know all about chocolate – This is a Charlie and Lola book produced by comic
Relief and tells the story of how chocolate is made and how it links to Fair Trade.
My granny went to market – This is an around the world counting book, and there is
also a teaching resource that goes with it.
We all went on safari – This is another counting journey, this time through Tanzania
Julianna’s Bananas – This looks at the journey of the banana from plant to shelf. The
guide says it is for children from ages 5, so may not be appropriate for everyone, but it
has some lovely illustrations as some yummy banana recipes.
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A Song & Dance
We have developed several Fair Trade-themed nursery rhymes, designed to help
younger children engage with Fair Trade topics, which you can find on the Scottish Fair
Trade Forum YouTube channel.
If you would like mp3-versions of the songs, please email us schools@sftf.org.uk

Activity Ideas: taking it further
Annex one of this pack contains nine activity ideas as suggestions of how to develop
childrenʼs concept of ‘fair’ and ‘trade’ in ways that connect their ideas to the wider
world and Fair Trade. Each activity builds on the concepts already and includes ideas
on how to support and extend the children’s thinking.
Please note, these are just a guide, and you should feel free to adapt these ideas to
suit your children and environment.

Fair Trade Schools Award
Did you know that your nursery can receive a Fair Trade award? The Fairtrade
Foundation administers the Fairtrade Schools Award, which includes nurseries. The
award has three stages so as soon as you start working towards becoming a Fair Trade
Nursery you will be on your way to achieving your first Award. The three levels are:
FairAware
This is the first level of the Fairtrade Schools Award, and helps nurseries find out what
they are already doing for Fair Trade, as well as learning more about Fair Trade issues.
Nursery staff can learn and experiment with different aspects of Fair Trade and how
they relate to the children in their care. The required activities are carrying out fair
trade audits, completing the Learning Challenge and finally completing a selfassessment online.
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FairActive
In the second level of award you will build on what you discovered during the audits to
start embedding Fair Trade into the nursery. This is the integration stage, and the
challenges help your nursery to develop a long term plan to make learning about Fair
Trade sustainable.

FairAchiever
This is the final stage in the Fairtrade Schools Award. At this point, nurseries should
have embedded Fair Trade into their culture and have been active promoting
Fairtrade within the local community. Nurseries that achieve FairAchiever status
should be innovators; comfortable in discussing Fair Trade and helping others
(whether it be children or other nurseries) talk and learn about Fair Trade.
To start working towards your award register on the Fairtrade Schools website. Full
details are provided at this link on what is required at each stage, together with
downloads to help you.

Find out more
To find out more about the Scottish Fair Trade Forum, you can visit our website,
contact us or visit our Twitter and Facebook pages.
You can find an introduction to Fair Trade here and there is also more information
available about Fair Trade Schools and Nurseries. Similarly, you can also find more
information on the Fairtrade Foundation, Seeds for Learning, RISC Resource Bank and
Traidcraft.
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Annex 1: Activity Sheets - Around the World Snack Time

Around the world snack time

I explore and discover
where foods come from
as I choose, prepare
and taste different
foods. HWB 0-35

Whole nursery class can take part in
Fair trade snack time
As the children eat their chosen
snacks/just after, explore where the
items came from around the world
using the Fair Trade map.

Research some of the places on
the internet to see where the
food comes from and how it is
grown. “Who grows my food?”

Children can discuss “How far has it
come to get to me?”, “How might it
have got here?” and “How did it grow?”
Possible – have some stations set up
where children can put cut-up FT fruit
onto a food stick to make FT fruit
kebabs

This was
produced for
the Scottish
Fair Trade
Forum and is
free for
educational
use in Scotland

Together we enjoy
handling, tasting, talking
and learning about
different foods,
discovering ways in which
eating and drinking may
help us to grow and keep
healthy. HWB 0-30a

Focus on “What food am I
eating?” and “What is it
made of?” or “How does it
grow?”

Notes on individual’s understanding of food growing in its natural habitat then
travelling to us to be sold in supermarkets. Concept of producer/consumer.

Fair Trade world map
http://www.traidcraft.co.uk//Resources/Traidcraft/Documents/PDF/plc/poster_map_a3_new.pdf
http://www.traidcraftschools.co.uk/Resources/Traidcraft%20Schools/World%20commodity%20map.pdf
http://www.traidcraftschools.co.uk/teaching_learning_resources/Activities_and_games_Commodity_World_Map
Fair trade recipes: http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/Resources/FT_Recipes.docx
Fair trade recipes: http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/Resources/FT_Snack_Ideas.docx
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Fairtrade Logo Hunt
I can collect objects and ask
questions to gather
information, organising and
displaying my findings in
different ways. MNU 0-20a

Fairtrade Logo Hunt
Up to whole nursery
Hide Fairtrade logos throughout the
playroom (and/or outside if it’s a dry
day!).
Ask the children to “hunt the logo” and
record their findings by taking a
picture

I can match objects, and
sort using my own and
others criteria, sharing
my ideas with others.
MNU 0-20a

Hide stickers of different
sizes and ask the children
to rank the photos of their
finds in size order

Focus on finding!

Notes on individuals understanding of information gathering, and ability
to keep a record of findings.

Fair trade stickers from pack (different sizes??)

This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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Fair Trade Artwork – Cocoa

Fair Trade Artwork –Cocoa

I have the freedom to
discover and choose ways
to create images and
objects using a variety of
materials. EXA 0-02a

I explore and discover
where foods come from
as I choose, prepare and
taste different foods.
HWB 0-35a

Free choice art
Creating pictures of cocoa beans,
pods and trees with different
materials in art area
Possible extension to learning
where food comes from – source of
chocolate
-have pictures of beans, pods and
trees available, “life cycle of
chocolate” and various arts and
crafts materials

I can explore the map to see
where cocoa trees grow. I can
talk about how chocolate gets
from the tree to my bar.

Use cocoa art to
create a collage or
poster

Comment on individuals’ use of different art materials and
ability to create their own interpretation of the objects

Picture Pack: http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/Resources/Cocoa.zip
This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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How does food get to us?

How does food get to us – People who
help us

As I listen and talk in
different situations, I am
learning to take turns and
am developing my
awareness of when to talk
and when to listen. Lit 002a/ENG 0-03a

Looking at modes of transport and how
our fair trade products get to us.
Small groups (3-4 children)
Using the world map we can look at
where our food comes from and
discuss how it gets to us on different
modes of transport.

I listen or watch for
useful or interesting
information and I use
this to make choices or
learn new things. LIT 004a

Research online the different
modes of food transportation
used – create a poster for fair
trade display

Focus on far or near,
and long or short
journeys

We can talk about small and large,
discuss heavy and light, capacity of
planes/trains etc, and talk about height
and length

Comment individual’s perception of distance, of food travelling to us, and
their understanding of different modes of transport being needed

Fair Trade food map
http://www.traidcraft.co.uk//Resources/Traidcraft/Documents/PDF/plc/poster_map_a3_new.pdf
Kilombero Rice journey resource http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/take-action/fair-tradenurseries/fair-trade-nurseries-resources.html
This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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Pancake Day
I enjoy exploring events
and characters in stories
and other texts, sharing
my thoughts in different
ways. LIT 0-01c

Pancake Day
Make pancakes with fair trade
ingredients

As I play and learn, I am
developing my
understanding of what is
fair and unfair and why
caring and sharing are
important. RME 0-09a

Serve with fair trade fruit and toppings
Introduce Mama Panya’s Pancakes to
the children

Explore concept of
“having enough” and “not
having enough”

Explore Kenya through the book and
the facts at the back

Focus on the child’s
experience in Mama
Panya’s Pancakes

Notes on the individual’s ability to sit and listen, and engage in the experience
of life in Kenya. Understanding of the concept of “not having enough”

Fair Trade recipes
Mama Panya’s Pancakes
This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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Responsive Planning
As I play and learn, I am
developing my understanding
of what is fair and unfair and
the importance of caring for,
sharing and co-operating with
others. RME 0-05a

Responsive Planning
Whole nursery/ age-group
(pass around Fair Trade Freddie
equivalent to each child that wants to
speak)
Ask the children what they already
know about Fair Trade

As I listen and talk in
different situations, I am
learning to take turns and am
developing my awareness of
when to talk and when to
listen. LIT 0-02a/ENG 0-03a

Focus on the “Fair for Them”
aspect

Ask children what they want to learn
about Fair Trade or specific food
stuffs/ people etc.

Focus on “What Fair
Trade products can we
buy?” and “How can we
tell if it is Fair Trade?”

Notes on individuals understanding of Fair Trade and what they have enjoyed
learning about. Any aspect that they remember very well? Understanding of fairness
concept retained?

“Fair Trade Freddie”
Mind Map: http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/Fairtrade%20Activity%20Ideas.pdf
This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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Role Play
Circle Time (divided into smal
Role play – exploring the money chain
groups 6-8 children)

As I play and learn, I am am
ng of
developing my understanding
of what is fair and unfair and
why caring and sharing are
hichimportant.
stage?RME
Fair
0-09afor

I know Inspired by a range of

stimuli, I can express and
communicate my ideas,
thoughts and feelings
through drama. EXA 013a

Circle time (small groups of 8 children)
2 children represent Fair Trade farmers, 2
children represent non-Fair Trade farmers, 2
children represent Asda and 2 children play
the customers

Explore the things Fair Trade
farmers can do with their fair
wages

Focus on is it fair?

Ask the children act out buying Fairtrade
and non-Fairtrade items they will discover
who the money goes to
Ask the children “who benefits?”
Ask the children “is it fair or unfair?”

Notes on child’s co-operation in game and whether they could share their thoughts
and feelings in their role

Money to share out, Fairtrade and non-Fairtrade bananas, shopping bags/baskets for customers
Producer and consumer photos http://www.scottishfairtradeforum.org.uk/take-action/fair-trade-nurseries/fair-tradenurseries-resources.html
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Supermarket Visit
In real-life and imaginary
play, I explore how local
shops and services provide
us with what we need in
our daily lives. SOC 0-20a

Supermarket visit
Whole nursery or small groups visit to local
supermarket to look for the Fairtrade symbol
on products
Before leaving, discuss and remind children
what the Fairtrade logo looks like (FT
symbol resource) and ask if they can think of
any Fair Trade products they might find.
In Supermarket, play “Spot the Fair Trade
logo”. Ask the child to name the product that
they spot
Take some pictures of the children with their
favourite Fair Trade item from the shop, and
1) add them to your wall display of FT info
and/or 2) using the FT world map resource,
discuss where their chosen food comes from,
and stick the photo onto the country of
origin. [Futher extension discuss how the
food got to us]

I explore and discover
where foods come from
as I choose, prepare and
taste different foods.
HWB 0-35a

Buy a few Fair Trade products
and the have the children help
to prepare the “FairTrade
snack time”

Focus on finding the
Fairtrade logo and
naming the food stuff

Can the individual pick out the FT logo in the supermarket? Can they name specific
food items? Can the child discuss what they saw and learned today?

Fair Trade world map
http://www.traidcraft.co.uk//Resources/Traidcraft/Documents/PDF/plc/poster_map_a3_new.pdf
This was produced for the Scottish Fair Trade Forum and is free for educational use in Scotland
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